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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 
 
L: Well, there are no tourist sites in… Sana’a and Taiz? 
B: In Ibb, in Ibb there are. Ibb is special for its mountains that look like carpets. Ah… the bases 
of the mountains are green places; once the visitor sees them he/she feels like it’s a green carpet 
rolled out on the mountains.  
L: In Sana’a, in Sana’a the capital, are there any recreational places? 
M: Yes there are… where… 
M: Sabir Mountain… 
B: Dar al-Hajar, Dar al-Hajar in Sana’a. There is also Al-Shahara Bridge in Hajah. There is Old 
Sana’a as well, and Bab al-Yemen. These are the most… you find foreign tourists there in Bab 
al-Yemen. I mean there are the Yemeni garnets, khanjars1 and swords, there are many antiques. 
The antiques that visitors come to look for, yes, there are [many tourists] who are attracted to 
Bab Al-Yemen and Old Sana’a. 
Sana’a was limited in the [area] of Old Sana’a, then after the revolution urbanization extended 
and [now] it became Amadat al-Asima and Old Sana’a. They started… they preserved the 
heritage, at one point Old Sana’a was chosen by UNESCO to be the capital of Arabic culture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Khanjar or Jambiah: a small knife usually covered with a decorated sheath that is used as part of the traditional 
Yemeni costume for men in the northern areas of Yemen.  
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